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Select input images

1. Select slot 
by clicking

2. Click 
“choose file”

3. Select and 
open image

4. Repeat and fill 
up to 5 slots with 
images



Draw

Image in slot

Preview of 
brush output

Canvas for 
drawing

Draw with 
mouse (left 
click + move)

Clear canvas

Save result (opens 
new window in 
browser, right 
click on it to save)



Adapt GUI layout

If GUI layout is wrong, e.g., 
input image slots cover canvas, 
GUI layout can be adapted with 
these parameters

If GUI layout is wrong, e.g., 
input image slots cover canvas, 
GUI layout can be adapted with 
these parameters



Basic Mode Opening “Basic” eases the 
testing and usage of the 
application by providing only 
important parameters.



Image Placement – if image fits not canvas
Open 
“Placement”

Activate 
“Placement Mode”

Select image to place 
by slider or clicking 
on the slots

Select image to place 
by slider or clicking 
on the slots



Image Placement – if image fits not canvas

Position and 
scale with 
sliders

If repeat is 0, image is 
not shown multiple 
times

Deactivate when all 
images are placed as 
desired



Select and mix images

Select image for drawing 
by clicking the slots or 
using the input mixer

Open “Input Mixer”

Use slider to select 
image; a non-integer 
value results in 
mixing two images

Mixing result can be 
seen in preview view

Drawing uses the 
mixed input



Modulate mixing

Open “Select Modulator”

Choose modulation mode

During drawing, input 
selection is modulated and 
the output of the brush is 
changing constantly

Set range and speed of 
modulation

With motion scale on, 
modulation is only active 
when mouse moves (not 
already when pressing the 
mouse button)



Uncouple source brush position and size

Size and position of the 
source brush is normally 
synchronized to the 
target brush, i.e., 1:1 of 
the input is drawn

Now, the source brush 
position and size can be 
changed, e.g, to create a 
stamp effect. The position 
can also be set by clicking 
in the preview vie

Now, the source brush 
position and size can be 
changed, e.g, to create a 
stamp effect. The position 
can also be set by clicking 
in the preview view

Synchronization of 
position and size can be 
deactivated



Modulate source brush position

By opening “Pos
Modulator”, the input 
position can be 
modulated, i.e., it is 
changed during drawing



Modulate source brush size

The same is possible with 
the input size by opening 
“Scale Modulator”, the 
input size is now changed 
during drawing



Target brush parameters

Opening “Target Brush” 
allows the modification of 
the brush that draws onto 
the canvas, i.e., size, rotation, 
and opacity; all parameters 
can also be changed with a 
modulator during drawing.



Change brush shape

Selecting the outer slot and 
clicking “choose file” allows 
to change the brush. The 
brush is a gray-scale image 
that defines the opacity: 
bright – high, dark low



Automatic painting

By using a modulator for 
target brush position, 
automatic drawing can be 
achieved

After activating the 
modulator, clicking into the 
preview view or activating 
“Auto Trigger” enables 
automatic drawing

After activating the 
modulator, clicking into the 
preview view or activating 
“Auto Trigger” enables 
automatic drawing



Multiple drawer

Opening “MultiDrawer” 
allows the creation of up to 5 
additional brushes. Every 
brush has its own parameter 
set. 

“Drawer” selects the 
respective brush 1 to 5. 
Below, parameters like the 
size can be changed. “Off 
x/y” defines the offset to the 
mouse-controlled brush.

Each additional brush must 
be activated before usage.



Multiple drawer

Using the position 
modulators for the different 
brushes enables automatic 
painting with multiple 
brushes (after selecting “Auto 
Trigger”)


